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In this paper we derive a U(n) generalization of Ramannjan’s ,Y’, summation 
directly from a recent u(n) multiple series refinement of the q-binomial theorem. 
We also obtain a new generalization of the Macdonald identities for A{‘). 0 1986 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Recently, in [22], we discovered a U(n) multiple series refinement of the 
q-binomial theorem [3, 7, 11, 231, used it to generalize Cauchy’s [9] 
elegant proof of Jacobi’s triple product identity [3, 7, 11, 16,231, and gave 
a direct, elementary proof of the Macdonald identities [ 10, 17-19, 241 for 
Al’). The q-binomial theorem not only leads to Jacobi’s triple product iden- 
tity, but also has been used by Ismail [ 141 to give a simple, direct proof of 
Ramanujan’s fundamental I Y, summation theorem [ 1, 2,4, 5, 12, 151. 
In this paper we generalize Ismail’s proof from [ 141 to derive a U(n) 
generalization of Ramanujan’s r Y, summation directly from our U(n) mul- 
tiple series refinement of the q-binomial theorem. As a consequence we also 
obtain a new generalization of the Macdonald identities for A!‘). (See 
Theorem 1.24 below). 
We begin with the classical q-binomial theorem [3, 7, 11, 231 given by 
THEOREM 1.1 (q-binomial theorem). Zf 141 < 1, ItI < 1, then 
1+ f o,.tn-(Qt)~ 
n=l (4)n (t)m ’ 
(1.2) 
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where (A ), and (A )m are defined by 
(A),=(1 -A)(l-/tAq)...(l -Aq”~ ‘), 
and 
(A),=~~nJA),= fi (1-Aq’). 
r=O 
Note that we may define (A), for all real numbers n by 
(AL = (A)cD/bwLc~ 
In particular, 
(A), = 1, 
and 
(1.3a) 
(1.3b) 
(1.4) 
(1Sa) 
(A)_.=(l-A/q”)-‘...(l-A/q)-’ 
=(-,)-,qn(,+‘)/2.(q/,),,. (1.5b) 
Theorem 1.1 is originally due to Cauchy [S, p. 451 in 1843. Now, in [9, 
p. S&55] Cauchy utilized Theorem 1.1 to give a simple, elegant proof of 
the fundamental Jacobi triple product identity [16] given by 
THEOREM 1.6 (Jacobi). Ifx#O, 141 < 1, then 
+CC 
c x”q(“2 + n)/2 = nlo (1 +xq”+‘)(l +x--‘q”)(l -q”+l) (1.7a) 
n= -cc 
= (-xq), (-x-‘)m (4L.x. (1.7b) 
Important applications of Theorem 1.8 to the theories of elliptic 
functions and partitions are described in the books of Andrews [3] and 
Hardy and Wright [ 131. 
Observing that 
__w+‘)m 1 
(4)n (4Lo 
(1.8) 
vanishes when n = -1, -2,..., it is immediate that Theorem 1.1 is the b = q 
case of 
THEOREM 1.9 (Ramanujan’s ,Y, summation). Let 
0-c 141 < 1 (l.lOa) 
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and 
lb/al < Iti c 1. (1SOb) 
Then, 
(1.11) 
It is not difficult to see that replacing a, q, 6, and t by (- l/c), q, 0, and 
(q x c), respectively, in Theorem 1.9, and letting c + 0 yields Theorem 1.6. 
Thus, Ramanujan’s ,!Pi summation contains both the q-binomial theorem 
and the Jacobi triple product identity as special cases. In [S] Theorem 1.9 
is viewed as an extension of the beta function given as an integral on 
[0, co ). Applications to orthogonal polynomials defined by basic 
hypergeometric series are discussed in [4, 51. 
In [ 1,2,4, 5, 12, 151 clever rearrangements of series or q-difference 
equations are utilized to prove Theorem 1.9. The most elegant proof 
appears in [14], where (1.11) is obtained directly from the q-binomial 
theorem and the analyticity of ( 1.11) in b for ]hl sufficiently small. This is 
the proof that we will generalize in this paper. 
To this end we recall 
THEOREM 1.12 (U(n) refinement of the q-binomial theorem). Let 
0-c 141 < 1 and ItI < 1. Then 
C 
Y, . . . ..Yn b 0 
( fl f1 -(zi/zr)‘4Y’-Yr)/(1 -(rili,))) (1.13a) 
I <i<r<n 
where 
x 
( 
n (aiitz~lzi)),, 
1 <i,r<n 
) ’ ( I-J (4(Zlizi))y,)p1 (1*13b) 
I gi,r<n 
x q(Y2+2Y3+ .‘. +cn- 1)Y.j. t(Yl+ ‘.. +Y.) (1.13c) 
= (all al2 ~~~anntM(t)m, (1.13d) 
h/z,) # qp if 1 <i<r<n andpEZ; (1.14a) 
and 
(qzrlzi) Z 4-’ zYldr#i<n,p~Z, andpa -1. (1.14b) 
Clearly, the n = 1 case of Theorem 1.12 is Theorem 1.1. Theorem 1.12 
was derived in [22] by making use of basic hypergeometric series in U(n), 
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introduced in [21], which are a recent multivariable generalization of 
classical basic hypergeometric series [3, 7, 11, 231. 
In Section 2 we obtain a U(n) generalization of Theorem 1.9 directly 
from Theorem 1.12. That is, we prove 
THEOREM 1.15 (U(n) generalization of Ramanujan’s i!P, sum- 
mation). Let 
0-c 141 < 1 (1.16a) 
and 
I(b”q(l-“))/(alla,,..‘a,,)J < ItI < 1. (1.16b) 
Then, 
+CC 
c 
. . . 
y,= -m 
y (,,9,. (1-(zi/z~)‘9”-‘~)/(1-&/z,))) (1.17a) 
y,= -cc 
--I x 
( 
1 <Fen (aii(zrlzi))y, . (b(zrlzi))y, (1.17b) 
., . H 
1 ,F< n 
. . . > 
x9 (y2+2.v1+ .” +(n-l)Yn). +Y+ ... +Y.) (1.17c) 
i 
(alla22... anntIm (q(alla22...annt)-‘)~ = 
(t), (q(1-n)b”(al,a22...annt)-1)oo i 
x I-I 
i [ 
((Waii)(zilz,))03 (4(Zr/Zi))m 
I < i,,~~ ((daiiNzilz,))02 (b(zrlzi))m 11 ’ 
(1.17d) 
(1.17e) 
where, 
(zi/zr) # 4’ if 1 <i<r<n andpEZ; (1.18a) 
(qzr/zi) # 4-’ if1 <r#i<n, pEZ, andp3 -1; (1.18b) 
tziizr) + Caii) 4-’ fl<i, r<n,pEZ, andp>l; (1.18~) 
t#q-p ifp~Z andpB0; (1.18d) 
(alla22...annt)#qP, PEZ 
(1.18~) 
and 
or 
b Z q -’ * (zi/zr), q-P(aiizr)/z,, (1.19a) 
(1.19b) 
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with 
1 6 i, r 6 n, PEZ, and ~20. (1.19c) 
It is immediate that the n = 1 case of Theorem 1.15 is Theorem 1.9, and 
that the b=q case of Theorem 1.15 is Theorem 1.12. 
Motivated by how (1.7) is a limiting case of (1.11) we show in Section 3 
that the U(n) generalization of the Jacobi triple product identity in [22] 
may be obtained directly from Theorem 1.15 by first replacing q, b, a,, and 
t by q, 0, ( - l/c), and (( - 1)‘” ~ ‘I. q x cn), respectively, and then letting 
c --f 0. Just as in [22] observe from (1.11) that the products in (l.l7d)- 
(1.17e) can be written as 
+CC 
c ( a1la22 . . . anJM ) M= --oo (4”-“‘.b”), ‘t j (1.20a) 
> (1.20b) 
((blaii)(zJzr))m (q(z,/zi)), 11 ’ (1.2Oc) 
It is then not difficult to see that equation coefficients of tM in the Laurent 
series (l.l7at( 1.17c) and (1.20at( 1.2Oc) yields 
THEOREM 1.21. Let MEZ, 141 < 1, and assume that (l.l6b), (1.18) and 
(1.19) hold. We then have 
C ( n t1 - (zi/zr)’ Yy’-“)) ’ ( n (aii(Zr/Zi))r.) (1.22a) 
ylf ... +yn=M l<i<rCn Igi,r<n 
Y8CZ 
x n (b(Z,/Zi))y, --I. qo’2+2,‘3+ ..’ +(fl-l)Yn) 
> 
(1.22b) 
lai,r<n 
((b/aii)(zi/z,)), (q(zr/zi))m I> . 
(1.23a) 
(1.23b) 
(1.23~) 
In Section 3 we verify that replacing b and a, by 0 and ( - l/c), respec- 
tively, in Theorem 1.21, simplifying, and then letting c + 0 gives Theorem 
409/118/1-M 
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1.58 of [22]. Furthermore, by means of the product formula for a Vander- 
monde determinant and an interchange of summation, we show that the 
M = 0 case of Theorem 1.21 becomes 
THEOREM 1.24 (r Yr generalization of the Macdonald identities for 
A{‘)). Let 141 < 1. Assume that (l.l6b), (1.18), and (1.19) hold. We then 
have 
q[(Yd2~+2Y,(~)+ “‘+(n-lh(n))l (1.25a) 
r=l y1+ ‘-’ +y,=o 
Y,EZ 
x n (1.25b) 
1 <i,r<n 
(1.26a) 
i 
(4/C%, a22.. . %JL w ~ n). b”)m 
= (q(l-“).bnl(~ll~22...an,)), (cl), I 
X 
i( 
n C1 - (zi/zr)) 
l<i-cr<n H n II 
((b/aii)(zilzr))m (dzr/zi))m 
1 c j,r<n ((~/aii)(zilzr))m (b(zr/zi))m 1)) ’ 
(1.26b) 
where E(O) is the sign of the permutation 0, and Z is the set of all integers. 
Replacing b and aii by 0 and (- l/c) respectively in Theorem 1.24 sim- 
plifying, and then letting c + 0 yields Eq. (4.3) of [22] given by 
(1.27a) 
E(cT) fi z&o(r)) 
n r=l 
c ( fi z$‘y”) (1.27b) 
y,+ .” +y,=o r=l 
YiE z 
x 14 
b@(Y:,,,+ ..’ +Y;,,,)+ (Y<(2)+ 2Ya(3)+ ..’ + (n- l)Y.(.))l }. (1.27~) 
In [22] it is proven that (1.27) is equivalent to the Macdonald identities 
for A$‘). Thus, Theorem 1.24 may be viewed as a generalization of the Mac- 
donald identities for Ai’) with the extra parameters a,, ,..., unn, and b. 
We conclude section three with the b = qa, aii = a case of Theorem 1.24 
and Theorem 1.21. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.15 
In this section we show that both sides of (1.17) are analytic functions of 
z = b in a disk of positive radius about the origin. We then verify that 
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Theorem 1.12 is equivalent to the statement that these two analytic 
functions agree when z = q”, m = 0, 1, 2,... Thus they must be identically 
equal since 0 is an interior point of the domain of analyticity. The identify 
in (1.17) follows. 
The n = 1 case of the above argument has been used by Ismail [ 141 to 
deduce Theorem 1.9 directly from Theorem 1.1. A similar analytical 
method had been utilized in [6,20] to extend results for a power series to 
a Laurent series. For convenience, we first prove 
LEMMA 2.1. The multiple Laurent series in (1.17a)-( 1.17~) is equal to the 
finite sum of products of Laurent series given by 
,L 40) ii zY’(+). , <iI& (1 - ww (2.2a) 
n r= I . . 
(2.2b) 
Proof: By the product formula for Vandermonde determinant applied 
to 
, < , ! !  < n tziqy’ - ZrqY’)3 
. . 
(2.3) 
and some algebra, it is not difficult to see that 
(2.4a) 
(2.4b) 
Substituting (2.4) into ( l.l7a)-( l.l7c), interchanging summation, and sim- 
plifying yields (2.2). Q.E.D. 
The convergence of (2.2) follows immediately from 
LEMMA 2.5. Let o E Yn and 1 6 r < n. Then the Laurent series 
y zrn ( il), (adzr/zi))y,. (b(zrlzi))il) . (tyrq(c-‘(‘)p ‘jyr) I V-6) 
converges absolutely provided that (1.16), (1.18), and (1.19) hold. 
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Proof. Recalling (1.5) and writing (2.6) as two power series (one with 
y, < 0, the other with y, aO), it follows that (2.6) converges absolutely 
provided 
J(b”q(1~u~‘(r)‘)/(a,,a,,...a,,t)l < 1, (2.7a) 
Itqw’(+ 111 < 1, (2.7b) 
and each term is well-defined. Combining (2.7a)-(2.7b) gives 
I(b”q(‘~‘T-‘(‘)))/(a,,u*2..‘unn)l < ItI < /q(‘pg-‘(ry. W-3) 
Since 0 < 141 < 1, we need to minimize (1 -F l(r)) on the left-hand side of 
(2.8) and maximize (1 -a-‘(r)) on the right-hand side of (2.8). This gives 
the sharp bounds (1 -n) and 0, respectively, and leads immediately to 
(1.16b). The conditions (1.18) and (1.19) insure that each term in (2.6) is 
well-defined. Q.E.D. 
It is immediate from Lemmas 2.1 and 2.5 that the multiple Laurent series 
in (l.l7ak( 1.17~) is an analytic function of z = b in a disk of positive radius 
about the origin. By uniform convergence of infinite products, and 
(1.18~(1.19), the same conclusion holds for (l.l7d)-(1.17e). We complete 
the proof of Theorem 1.15 by verifying 
LEMMA 2.9. The identity (1.17) holds when b=q”, m=O, 1,2 ,.... 
Proof: Observing that 
), 1 -(q m + Yr 
(qrn)y, (4mL 
(2.10) 
vanishes when y, < -m, it is clear after shifting the index of summation 
y, ,..., y, that the b = q”’ case of (l.l7a)-( 1.17c) can be written as 
y ... y ( n (l-(zi,z,).q~.-y~),(l-(zi,zr))) 
Yl =o Yn = 0 l<i-zr<n 
x 
( 
n (aii(Zr/Zi))(y,~m+l) ’ 
l<i,r<n >( 
1 ,G< n (S”(zr/zi))(y,- m  + 1) 
> . . . 
xq 
-w)(;).q (y2+2y3+ “. +(n-l)y”). t(Yl+ “. +A. t-(m-l)n 
It follows from (1.4) and (1.5) that 
(~),y,-,+,,=(~),-,+,,(~q’-“)y,. 
(2.1 la) 
(2.11b) 
(2.11c) 
(2.12) 
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Applying (2.12) to (2.11), pulling out all factors independent of 
(yr,...,~,,), and then making use of Theorem 1.12 gives 
4 (1 -no(;). t(l -m)n. 
( 
fl (4iWZi)) (1-m)‘(4m(Zr/Zi))(llm) (2.13a) 
I<i,r<n 
x ~((~11~22..~~,,)q”-“)“.~),l(~),}. (2.13b) 
After some routine simplifications it is not difficult to prove the following 
relations: 
(4”(zrlzi))(l -m) = { (4”(z,/zi)),/(4(z,/zi)), >; (2.14) 
(u,(z,/z,))(,~,)= {(-1)~“~‘~~(a,~)~‘~“~~(~~/~~)~~~~~~q(~)} (2.15a) 
x (2.15b) 
((% 42 . . . un”) q” -m)n. t)m (2.16a) 
and finally 
(-l)‘“- l)n+(m-l)n2=(_f)(~-l)n(n+‘)=1, (2.17a) 
n (a,)(‘-“‘= (u,,u,*~~~u,,)-(“-‘)“, (2.17b) 
1 <i,r<n 
,J<. (z,/z,)(‘-m)= l(l-m)= 1, (2.17~) 
., . 
(2.17d) 
Substituting (2.14b(2.16) into (2.13) and then using (2.17), we find that 
(2.13) becomes 
(all a22 ***%n~)m (q(~ll~22~~~~nn~)-1)m 
(tL3 (q(1-n).(qm)n.(ul*u22...unnt)-‘), 
(2.18a) 
((qm/uii)(zilrr))m (dzrlzi))az 
((q/“ii)(zilzr))cc (q”(zr/zi))cc ’ 
(2.18b) 
which is the b = q” case of (1.17d)( 1.17e). Q.E.D. 
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We conclude this section by using (2.4) to prove an identity which 
expreses the multiple basic hypergeometric series [F]‘“’ ((A) / (a) 1 (b) / 
(z)), introduced in [21], as a finite sum of finite products of classical basic 
hypergeometric series of one variable. To this end we recall from [21] 
DEFINITION 2.19. (Basic hypergeometric series in U(n)). 
E 1 (l-q)(i-k)(.v~+--- +h). fl (1 -A,,.~Y,-Y~(~ -A~,) 
Yl....,Y, 3 0 l<i</<?I 
(2.20b) 
(2.2Oc) 
where )q[ < 1, (A), is given by (1.3a), (~J,~)~,#O, A,# 1, n 2 1, and 
j>n (2.21a) 
Aii-IAis = Asr for s < r, (2.21b) 
airlasr = Ais for i < s, (2.21c) 
birlbsr = Ais for i < S, (2.21d) 
bii=q l<i<n. (2.21e) 
We will call the a’s numerator parameters and the b’s denominator 
parameters. We denote series in (2.20) by 
PI’” ((A)) I (~1 I (b) I @)I. (2.22) 
The n = 1 case of (2.20) is the definition of classical basic hypergeometric 
series of one variable zr. (We replaced z, by z,(l - q)‘j-k’). Now, from 
(2.21d) we have 
Ais = (birrlbm) for 1 Qi<s<n. (2.23) 
Thus, (2.23) and the zi = b, case of (2.4) implies that 
,<,F,<, (l-Ail.4 -- Yl Y’)) 
. , 
(2.24a) 
= c &(,J) fj (b,,)(“-I(/)-‘). fi q(d’b’)Y/ (2.24b) 
OSY” I= 1 /= 1 
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Substituting (2.24) into (2.20b)-(2.20c), interchanging summation, and 
simplifying gives. 
LEMMA 2.25. Let [F]‘“’ ((A)) I (a) 1 (b) I (z)) be determined by 
Definition 2.19. We then have 
=,f; E(O) fj (bI,)(“-‘(‘)pl). n (1 -A$’ 
‘ n I= I ICi-c/<n 
.(fi, WY,)-‘- ((z,)(l-q)(i-k).q(u-‘(l)~I) Y, ) II . 
(2.26a) 
(2.26b) 
(2.26~) 
A different, and more complicated, finite sum of finite products formula 
for [F]“” ((A) I (a) I (6) I (z)) is provided by Theorem 7.1 of [21]. 
However, the convergence properties of both formulas are equivalent. 
3. APPLICATIONS OF THEOREM 1.15 
In this section we study special cases of Theorems 1.15 and 1.21. We first 
specialize Theorem 1.15 to obtain the U(n) generalization of the Jacobi 
triple product identity in [22]. Consider the specialization 
We first show that 
4-4 (3.la) 
b-0 (3.lb) 
ai + ( - 1/cL ldidn (3.lc) 
t-+((-l)(n-‘)qxc”). (3.ld) 
liFo((( - l/c)(z,/z,)),, . c”r) = (Z,/Zi)Y’. q(?). (3.2) 
If y, > 0 then (3.2) is immediate. If y, < 0 just note that (1.5) implies 
((( - llCNZ”/4),, * c’r) = (Z,/Zi)J+. q(E). (-qc(z,/z,)):;,. (3.3) 
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By (3.2) we clearly have 
pIno n (( - l/c)(z,/z,)),, . CA”!+ “. -c Jn) 
> 
(3.4a) 
I<i,r<n 
=4 
[n((y21)+ ... +(.‘;))I. fi zj”.vt-h+ .. +.&I). (3.4b) 
1=I 
It is immediate that 
(%a22 . ..u.,t)j(-l)(2”~1)qx= -qx. (3.5 
Finally, we have 
) 
(3.6a) 
= (4)“, ’ ( fl (zi/zr)m (qzr/zi)-)- (3.6b) 
I<i-zr<n 
It is now not hard to see that substituting (3.1) into both sides of (1.17), 
using (3.2)-(3.6), and letting c + 0 gives 
THEOREM 3.7 (U(n) generalization of the Jacobi triple product iden- 
tity). Zf x#O, 141 < 1, and {z , ,..., z,,} are indeterminants such that 
zilzr # Sp if 1 d i < r 6 n and p is any integer, (3.8) 
then we have 
+a3 
c . . . 
y,= -00 
jJ ( n (I-(zi/zr)‘@~yr~) 
y, = -cc I<i<r<n 
( 
n 
x n zI”‘,-(y,+ .” +y.)) . (-l)(n-l)(Yl+ .‘. +vn) 
i=l 1 
xq[“((y21)+ .” +(p))+(Y,+zY2+ “’ +ny.)] .x(Yl+ .” +Y.) (3.9a) 
= C( -?I), t-x-‘), (4Ll . [(4xX I( n 
IGi<r<fl 
bi/Z,Lc (4zrlziL3)]. 
(3.9b) 
We now consider Theorem 1.21 and the specialization 
b-t0 (3.10a) 
aii -+ ( - l/c), l<i<n. (3.10b) 
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Substituting (3.10) into (1.22k(1.23), multiplying both sides by 
(@I . . . Z,) qc”)M = ((Z, . . . z,) qc”)(Y1 + ..’ + Yn), 
using (3.4) and (3.6), letting c + 0, and simplifying leads to 
(3.11) 
THEOREM 3.12. Let ME& 141 < 1, and {zl ,..., z,} be indeterminants 
such that (3.8) holds. We then have 
c 
( 
JFrc, (l-(zi/zr)eqy’- ) 
yl+ ... +y”=M . . 
-)qI1 P) 
Y,EZ 
xq["((y2L)+ '.. +(y;l))+(YI+2Y*+ ." +wd] 
=(-l)‘“-““.(Z1...Z,)M.q(l:M) 
x (4), [ n ’ ( fl (zi/zr)m (C?zr/zi)cm)]. 
l<i<r<n 
(3.13a) 
(3.13b) 
(3.13c) 
Theorem 3.12 is Theorem 1.58 of [22]. 
By means of (2.4) and an interchange of summation it is immediate that 
the M=(y,+ . . . + y,) = 0 case of Theorem 1.21 is Theorem 1.24. 
Equation (1.27) follows from Theorem 1.24, (y, + ... + vn) = 0, (3.10), 
and (3.4). 
Finally, we write down the b = qa, aii = a case of Theorems 1.24 and 1.21. 
This special case is valid since (1.16b) becomes 
From (1.4) it is clear that 
141 < I4 < 1. (3.14) 
(a(zr/zi)) Yr (1 - 4zrlzJ) 
(4a(zr/zi)).Yr= t1 -4Y”a(zr/zi))’ 
(3.15) 
Thus, after a routine simplification, (1.25k( 1.26) becomes 
gg E(g) ir 4gr)) c qc(Y,(2)+2Y.(31+ "' + (n- l)Y,(?t))l (3.16a) 
n ,=I y,+ ‘.. +yn=o 
Y,E z 
(3.16b) 
= (4a-“L2 (4ao 
{ (qhx (qL0 ii . n (l-(zJz,)) I<iir<n I 
x r-I 
1 [ 
(q(zi/zr))m (S(zr/zi))m 
1 <;,r<n ((~/“Nzilzr))a3 (W(zrlzi))m II . 
(3.16~) 
(3.16d) 
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Similarly (1.22~( 1.23) becomes 
c y,+ "'+y.=M ( l--I (1 -(z~/~,,.qy~-~~,)-(l~~~” (1”,6:;$;,))) l<j<r<fl I I 
Y,EZ 
xq("2+2y3+ “. +(n-I).v”) (3.17a) 
= (l-a”*qM)’ { 
(1 -a”) 
( 
n C1 -(zi/zr)) (3.17b) 
l<i<rCn I 
(dzi/zr))m (q(zrlzi))cc 
((4/a)(zilzr))a3 (P(zrlzi))m 11 ’ 
(3.17c) 
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